F or outlier screening in collaborative studies, AOAC IN-TERNATIONAL recommends Cochran's test (1, 2), which is well documented, for screening the within-laboratory variances. To screen potential outlying laboratory means, AOAC recommends a test (2) that is based on the percent reduction in standard deviation (PRSD) for screening the highest or lowest and 2-highest or 2-lowest of a total of (L) laboratory means. The test statistic for the PRSD test, expressed as proportions, for screening the highest or lowest laboratory mean, is R =1 The test statistic for screening the 2-highest or 2-lowest laboratory means, expressed as a proportion, is In developing critical values with which to assess the significance of the test statistics, the original developer of the test statistics used computer simulation to determine, for various sample sizes, i.e., numbers of laboratories, the critical values for the 1-tailed 1.25% rejection level. Since the adoption of the PRSD outlier test, its validity has been questioned annually at the AOAC Statistics Committee meetings. Two of these questions, for which there were no immediate answers, were: (1) Are formulas available or can formulas be developed to compute critical values to assess the significance of the PRSD test statistics? (2) Are the simulation procedure and the critical values that it generated valid for their intended purposes?
Until now, no one has formally addressed these questions. Therefore, the primary purpose of this study was to seek solutions for the above questions.
METHOD
Though the PRSD test is called "Grubbs test," the test statistics for the PRSD test appear to be unlike any test statistics that are attributable to Grubbs (3-18). Initially, we felt that, because of the statistics involved in defining the PRSD test, it was likely that the PRSD test had a link to Grubbs Ratio of Sums of Squares (RSS) test and possibly a link to the Studentized Extreme Deviate (SED) test. Therefore, our goal was to seek a relationship among these tests to assist in answering the following question: Are formulas available or can formulas be developed to compute critical values to assess the significance of the PRSD test statistics?
Critical Values for Testing the Highest or Lowest Laboratory Mean
Lacking knowledge of the possible statistical distribution that would have utility in developing critical values for the test statistics used in the PRSD test, we simply started out expressing the STDs in the test statistic as their variance equivalents. The hope was to find a link between the PRSD test and an existing test, namely the RSS or SED test, which would lead to a solution to the above question. First we expressed the test statistic for the PRSD test as follows: where SS H and SS 0 are the corrected sums of squares excluding and including the highest mean, respectively. Simplifying the previous expression, we obtained ( )
After some lengthy derivations, provided in Appendix A, we showed that
where
is the largest mean, y is the overall mean, and
is the variance of a laboratory mean. The previous expression indicated that there is a link among the SED, RSS, and PRSD outlier tests.
Using this relationship, we obtained the following:
is a tabular t-value for L-2 degrees of freedom and a L level of significance obtained using a Bonferroni approximation that splits the rejection level a into the number of laboratory means (L) to control the Type I error (i.e., declaring a mean to be an outlier when in fact it is not). M c is the formula needed to compute the 2-tailed critical values for testing the significance of R H and R L (see Appendix A for the derivation details).
Critical Values for Testing the 2-Highest or 2-Lowest Laboratory Means
The PRSD test statistic that is used for screening the 2-highest or 2-lowest means is R s
respectively. The test statistic for the traditional "double Grubbs" (D-Grubbs) test on the 2-highest or 2-lowest means is
where SS H-1,H is the corrected sum of squares excluding the 2-highest means, SS L-1,L is the corrected sum of squares excluding the 2-lowest means, and SS 0 is the corrected sum of squares including all means (3-5).
The published critical values (G 2,2 ) for the traditional D-Grubbs test for the 2-highest or 2-lowest means are exact and were obtained by Grubbs (3-5) using a very complex "double quadrature process." Unfortunately, we were unable to develop a satisfactory formula to approximate G 2,2 and consequently R 2,2 for testing the PRSD test statistics (R H2 and R L2 ). However, we did recognize a useful relationship between the test statistics for the PRSD and D-Grubbs tests. That is,
Given the relationship between the test statistics, it followed that the same relationship should exist between the critical values for the test statistics. The formula defining this relationship for the critical values is
where R G2,2 is a transformed Grubbs tabular value (G 2,2 ) into a PRSD critical value for testing the 2-highest or 2-lowest laboratory means. Substituting the published G 2,2 critical values in this formula, for a given number of laboratories and 1-tailed rejection level, a value for (R G2,2 ) is obtained. This value should be close to the 1-tailed simulated R 22 critical values if the simulation procedure has operated as intended. This procedure provided an indirect way of answering the following question: Are the simulation procedure and the critical values that it generated valid for their intended purposes? It should be noted that the simulation procedure that was originally used to generate the critical values in ref. 2 was not preserved. Therefore, to fulfill our objective, we had to reconstruct the simulation procedure. In doing so, we wrote a computer program, provided in Appendix C, for the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) software that generated critical values for testing the highest or lowest and 2-highest or 2-lowest laboratory means. In answering, the above question, we will compare (1) the 1-tailed, 1.25% original and new simulated critical values, (2) the simulated 1-tailed, 1.25% critical values for the original simulation procedure with the 1-tailed, 1.25% critical values for the formula-based critical values for testing the highest or lowest laboratory mean, and (3) the simulated 1-tailed, 1.0% critical values for the new simulation procedure with the 1-tailed, 1.0% critical values for the formula-based critical values for testing the 2-highest or 2-lowest laboratory means. In comparing the critical values, the absolute difference between RA 1,1 and R 1,1 ranged from 0.000 to 0.003 for all numbers of laboratories except 4 through 11. For these numbers of laboratories, the new and original simulation procedures had an absolute difference between the corresponding critical values that ranged between 0.002 and 0.008. Of the 29 different numbers of laboratories, there were 7, 7, 7, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, and 2 occurrence(s) with absolute differences between the new and original simulations of 0.000, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005, 0.006, 0.007, and 0.008, respectively.
Comparison of the One-Tailed, 1.25% Critical Values for the Original and New Simulation Procedures
For testing the highest or lowest laboratory mean, we concluded that the critical values generated using the new simulation procedure were probably more accurate, since we did more repetitions than were previously done.
Comparison of the Formula-Based and Simulated Critical Values for Screening the Highest or Lowest Laboratory Means
In the following, we will compare the critical values R 1,1 for the new simulation procedure with the formula-based or calculated critical values M c for assessing the significance of Table 1 shows that the critical values for testing the highest or lowest laboratory mean had an absolute difference (D 11 ) between the new simulated and calculated critical values (i.e., D 11 = çR 1,1 -M c ç), for a given number of laboratories, which ranged from 0.000 to 0.003. Of the 29 D 11 values, 11 were 0.000, 14 were 0.001, 3 were 0.002, and 1 was 0.003. These results appear to indicate that the simulated critical values are reliable alternatives for the formula-based or calculated critical values for up to at least 3 decimal places.
Comparison of the Formula-Based and Simulated Critical Values for Screening the 2-Highest or 2-Lowest Laboratory Means
The critical values for testing the 2-highest or 2-lowest means at the 1-tailed 1.25% rejection level were not tabulated by Grubbs (5). This meant that we would be unable to assess the agreement between (R 2,2 ), which are the 1-tailed, 1.25% rejection level simulated critical values and (R G2,2 ), which are the 1-tailed, 1.25% rejection level values obtained using the relational formula, to see if the simulation procedure was performing correctly. Grubbs did tabulate the 1-tailed critical values (G 2,2 ) for the 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, and 10% rejection levels.
To see if the simulation procedure has performed as intended, we used the relational formula
where we substituted, for each rejection level and number of laboratories, the exact tabular critical values G 2,2 to compute the 1-tailed critical values (R G2,2 ) for comparison with the 
for the given number of laboratories, was obtained at all of the tabulated rejection levels. Table 2 presents the results for the 1-tailed 1.0% R 2,2 values along with the 1-tailed, 1.0% R G2,2 values which were obtained using the relational formula with the 1-tailed, 1.0% G 2,2 critical values. These results are presented because they are typical of the agreement that was demonstrated at the other rejection levels, while being the closest to the AOAC recommended 1-tailed, 1.25% rejection levels. The (D 22 ) values ranged from 0.000 to 0.002. Of the 29 D 22 values, 10 were 0.000, 15 were 0.001, and 4 were 0.002. This was taken to indicate that the simulation procedure and the critical values that it generated are valid and have a high degree of accuracy. Also, since D 22 = ½R 2,2 -R G2,2 ½ indicated that the simulation = ---ae è ç ö ø ÷ to convert tabular D-Grubbs values (G 2,2 ) for the 1-tailed, 1.0% level into values equivalent to those that would be obtained using the simulation procedure at the 1-tailed, 1.0% level if the simulation procedure is performing as intended.
procedure agreed favorably with Grubbs' exact values for all published rejection levels, we believe that similar D 22 results could be expected for all unpublished rejection levels as well. Therefore, for the 1-tailed, 1.25% rejection levels, we concluded that the simulated critical values for testing the 2-highest or 2-lowest laboratory means are adequate replacements for the more statistical, rigorous, formula-based Grubbs exact values had they been published.
Summary
For the record, the PRSD test statistic should not be termed the "Grubbs test." Based on our evaluation, it is more appropriate to refer to the test as a "Grubbs-type" test. In addition, it is not obvious, but for small numbers of laboratories and with highly skewed data, the test statistics can become negative. of the product under the radical is less than 1, R H will be negative. The same is true for the tests on the 2-highest or 2-lowest means. This, along with performing fewer repetitions in the old simulation procedure, may be an explanation for the wide third decimal place disagreements between the original and new simulated results for numbers of laboratories between 4 and 11. In testing the highest or lowest laboratory mean, it is recommended that the critical values be calculated using the formula
is a tabular t-value for L-2 degrees of freedom and a L level of significance obtained using a Bonferroni approximation that splits the rejection level a into the number of laboratory means (L) to control the Type I error (i.e., declaring a mean to be an outlier when in fact it is not). In addition, it is recommended that for testing the highest or lowest laboratory mean or the 2-highest or 2-lowest laboratory means, the results provided in Table 3 should be used in place of those provided in ref 2. We believe that the critical values provided in Table 3 are more accurate.
It has been shown that (1) a formula could be and was developed to compute critical values to assess the significance of the test statistics for the highest or lowest laboratory mean, and (2) the simulation procedure and the critical values that it generated are valid with a high degree of accuracy when com- 
, where s H is the standard deviation (STD) with the highest mean value removed, s L is the STD with the lowest mean value removed and s 0 is the STD including all of the means, is equal to or greater than M c , the appropriate laboratory mean is rejected as an outlier. 
Appendix A

Development of a Formula to Compute Critical Values for the Percent Reduction in Standard Deviation (PRSD) Outlier Test on the Highest or Lowest Laboratory Mean
In developing a formula to compute critical values (M c ) for testing the significance of R H and R L , we started by expressing R H in terms of sums of squares as follows:
where SS H and SS 0 are the corrected sums of squares excluding and including the highest mean, respectively. Simplifying the previous expression, we obtained ( )
and multiplying both sides of the equation by
Assuming that the laboratory means, generated under the completely randomized model (CRM), are ordered such that 
where y i is the mean for Laboratory i,
is the mean after omitting the largest mean ( y L ( ) ), and y is the overall mean. Subtracting and adding y in the corrected sum of squares expression for SS H , we obtained the following:
The right most expression in Equation 3, ( )
, was expanded as follows:
Substituting the expanded expression for SS H from Equation 5 in Equation 2, we obtained 
We then expressed this previously revised form for Equation 2 as follows:
After further simplification, we obtained 
2 .
Solving this expression for
In developing a formula to compute critical values for testing the significance of R H , we wanted the probability of R H being greater than M c to equal a probability of a. That is, P(R H > M c ) = a. Substituting the expression for R H , from Equation 7 into the previous probability statement, we obtained the following:
Rearranging and squaring this expression such that T y
(L)
exceeds the operations involving the remaining terms, we obtained
Extracting the square root of Equation 8, we obtained the following:
is approximated by a function of a t-distribution, shown in Appendix B, we assume that T y L ( ) shares the properties of the t-distribution.
To be able to continue deriving the equation to obtain a formula to compute the desired critical values, we needed an expression for T, the critical value formula needed to compute critical values to assess the significance of T y L 
is a tabular value for the Student's t-distribution with L-2 degrees of freedom (df) and a L level of significance obtained using a Bonferroni approxi-mation that splits the rejection level a into the number of laboratory means (L) to control the Type I error (i.e., declaring a mean to be an outlier when in fact it is not).
Returning to Equation 9, we equated the right side of the indefinite sign (>), in Equation 9 to T and squared the expression and obtained the following:
Forming the product of the expressions on the right side of the equal sign, we obtained
Multiplying the expressions on both sides of the equal sign by
we obtained the following:
With some additional algebra, we obtained the most simpli-
which is the formula needed for computing critical values to assess the significance of R H and R L .
Appendix B
Determination of a Formula to Compute Critical Values (T) for the Studentized Extreme Mean Deviate (SEMD) Outlier Test on the Highest or Lowest Laboratory Mean
Assume that the laboratory means (y 1 , y 2 ,..., y L ), generated under the CRM, that is used in collaborative studies, are ordered such that y (1) < y (2) < … y (L) and that we want to test whether the highest or lowest of the means may be statistically indicated to be from the same population as the other laboratory means. In the following, a formula to obtain critical values (T) for the SEMD outlier test statistic In screening a potential outlier, we wanted the probability (P) of the test statistic T y (L) being greater than the critical value (T) to be less than or equal to the rejection level, that is, PëT y (L) > Tû £ a. We substituted the appropriate expressions in the previous probability statement, and obtained the following:
Therefore, 
based on the assumption that y 1 is an observed laboratory mean selected randomly from the L means. The sampling distribution of T 1 is not known, but Thompson's relationship implies that the distribution of T 1 can be derived from a t-distribution with L -2 degrees of freedom as follows:
References to Thompson's relationship fail to demonstrate how t, which is a random variable that follows a t-distribution with L -2 degrees of freedom, is related to T M . This will be demonstrated in the following where we started by squaring both sides of T M to obtain the following:
Since the distribution of the random variable T M is not known and the distribution of the random variable t is known, we transformed the previous expression in terms of t 2 as follows:
Given that the random variable t is distributed as Student's t-distribution with L -2 degrees of freedom and significance
), we wanted the probability that t is
T M 2 and in Equation 1, we defined the probability in the previous expression in terms of t 2 as follows:
We substituted the expression for t 2 from Equation 1 into Equation 2 and obtained
We rewrote the previous expression as follows:
Using Equation 3, and taking the upper percentile only, we obtained the square root of the expression in brackets as follows:
Recall that we were attempting to develop a critical value formula that is based on the following probability: 
Appendix C
Statistical Analysis System (SAS) Program to Compute the Test Statistic Critical Values for Randomly Selected and Unordered Sample
To test the accuracy of the initial simulation procedure relative to the approximation formula (M c ) and the approximation for the percentiles used as rejection levels, a simulation study was conducted using SAS. For each number of laboratories, 50 000 iterations were performed. For each iteration,
(1) Using SAS, a sample of L pseudo-random variates was generated, using the SAS NORMAL function. The variates generated by NORMAL are said to appear normally distributed with a mean of zero and STD of 1.
(2) Using the simulated sample, the test statistics (R H and R L ) and (R H2 and R L2 ) were each computed.
(3) For each pair of test statistics, 3 separate distributions of results were formed to include the maximum of (R H and R L ) and (R H2 and R L2 ).
(4) For each distribution, the critical values (R 1,1 and R 2,2 ) were chosen to correspond to a value generated by the SAS CEIL function, which returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to (1 -a)(50 000).
The following SAS program was written and executed to obtain critical values for selected rejection levels to assess the significance of the test statistics. Note that when using the SAS program to obtain critical values for a 1-tailed rejection level, a must be specified in the program as a 2-tailed rejection level. For example, when using the SAS program to compute critical values for a 1-tailed, 1.25% rejection level, specify a = 0.025 in line 0056 of the program. 
SAS Program Coded to Determine Critical Values for Assessing the Significance of the Percent Reduction in Standard Deviation (PRSD) Test Statistics
